
 

 

 
 
 
  

 

Three-Dimensional Leadership for Churches Tackling Church Tech Ministries Challenges 

Leadership for Achieving Tech Ministry  
“Synergy from Diversity” 

 The Three-Dimensional Leader    

Read, Learn, Lead 

3-D MRC 
Values 

3-D MRC is a system of values that 
initiate behaviors to effectively lead, 
inspire, motivate, coordinate and 
achieve objectives.  

MISSION 
Matters 

Most 

Exemplify you value 
the mission above 
your own personal 
agenda 

Rally 
RESOURCES 

Deploy available 
people, finances, 
support and 
strategies to help 
others do their jobs.   

Convert 
within the 

CONTEXT 

Determine the 
relevant variables 
that impact resource 
application to fulfill 
the mission 

Earl C. Wallace 
is an author, educator, consultant and speaker  
who improves leader and employee behaviors. 

Contact Earl at 518-377-3582 or email: EarlW@ThreeDimensionalLeader.com  
Visit www.ThreeDimensionalLeader.com & http://bit.ly/EarlWallace3DLeaderOnYouTube 

 

 

Synergy Requires Leadership for 
Diversity to become a Symphony   

Leadership in tech ministries is about getting diverse viewpoints 
and gifts to achieve the Triple-C synergies of communication, 
cooperation and coordination. Thus people will perform as 
teams, rather than as a loose association of individuals who 
merely are isolated button pushers doing their jobs.  
 

Team Synergy: “Team synergy is achieved when the output 
of the combined parts is greater than their mathematical sum. 
Synergy is achieved when 1 + 3 = 6.”  (The Three-Dimensional 
Leader: Negotiating Your Mission, Resources and Context, page 76). 
Synergy is the goal of “Body of Christ Dynamics.”  
 
Three-Dimensional Leadership teaches us how to rally others 
around the mission that matters most to those coming to 
church, who desperately need a touch from Jesus Christ, which 
our corporate worship services can provide. Nothing is more 
disappointing, however, than to see people working for God 
who are disheartened by leadership blind spots, when the 
expectation is all will be infused with the Lordʼs presence. 

Continued on next page  
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 3-D MRC Values Driven Ministries  
 

 

Three-Dimensional Leadership for Churches 
 

 

 
The Three-Dimensional Leader: Negotiating Your 
Mission, Resources and Context (MRC), book and 
training inspires churches, pastors and their teams  to 
organize around a set of principles that help them 
overcome the natural tendency for “each person to do what 
is right in his or her own eyes” to act in the unity that results 
when mission, vision and values are synthesized into an 
actionable Biblical framework that promotes self-
assessment in relation to expected corporate behaviors.    
  
Improve Initiatives - How many initiatives and installations 
have failed to fulfill expectations due to leaders not 
understanding how to implement the good processes that 
take advantage of the good advice that consultants 
provide?  
 

3-D MRC training provides practical biblical resources that 
sharpen your leaders as effective managers and process 
engineers who excel at developing, planning, organizing 
and overseeing the implementation of projects that take 
your organization forward without the do-overs and look-
backs that result from poor processes.    
 

Visit Earl’s 3-D Leadership blogs 
and join the conversation! 

 

Politics vs. Process: 
Good process involves people 
doing the right things.  Good 
politics is networking to mitigate 
and negotiate to encourage peers 
and others to participate in good 
process.   
 

 

Simple but Powerful Tools 
 Improve Your Teamsʼ Effectiveness 
While employees and volunteers at different 
levels require some specific training, all of them 
need a 3-D MRC team focus to better achieve 
corporate objectives in all ministries. Whether in 
administration, edification, greeting, helps, 
hospitality, prayer, preaching, teaching, tech 
and/or worship, every ministry participant will 
benefit from 3-D MRC training that is broken 
down into simple terms that high school 
students readily grasp, yet add to the 
knowledge base of those with advanced 
degrees. Now thatʼs effective team building!  

 

 

3-D MRC Leadership Training transforms 
organizational behavior by helping those from 
the boardroom to the mailroom to get a holistic 
view of operations, by keeping in focus the 
mission, resources & context relationship.  

The 3-D MRC Pathway 
to Effective Planning & Implementation   

3-D MRC Values     
Inspire People To Pull 

Together to Achieve The 
Mission That Matters Most 
for Organizational Success 

 


